Capabilities Statement
Strategy, systems engineering, innovation and program support company based in the Washington, D.C.
metro area. Formerly known as Expertech Solutions.

About Us
We are committed to solving the nation’s most
complex problems. We specialize in business
transformation and modernization in complex
environments.

Our Domains
Technology • Economic Development •
Stability Operations • National Security •
Emergency Response • Healthcare

Our Solutions
Strategy
 Strategic Planning
 Vision Development
 Mission Enterprise Architecture
 Mission & Performance Assessment
 Gap Analysis
 Needs Assessments
 Change Management
 Acquisition Strategy
Systems Engineering
 Workflow Analysis
 Process Improvement
 Enterprise Architecture
 COTS System Integration
 Analysis of Alternative (AoA) Solutions
 Enterprise Lifecycle Independent Verification
and Validation (IV&V)
Innovation
 Research & Development
 Intelligent Object Tracking
 Disaster Casualty Management
 App Development for Smart Devices
Program Support
 Program Management
 Quality Assurance
 Risk Management
 Acquisition Management
 General Administrative Staffing
 Subject Matter Expert Staffing

Afilon was founded by accomplished top-tier
engineers, scientists, and social scientists with
experience in some of the most prominent
research and development (R&D) corporations
and institutions in the United States, including:
The Institute of Medicine, MITRE, Noblis, IITRI,
the U.S. Institute of Peace and the Air Force.
The relationship dynamic of these organizations
and the federal government, to work in the best
interest of the government and the greater
public, has been the underpinning of our
experiences and is the orientation and guiding
principle by which we work.

Clients & Past Performance












Air Force Medical Service (AFMS)
DoD Joint Task Force National Capital Region
Medical, (JTF CapMed)
DoD National Intrepid Center of Excellence (NiCOE)
Northern Virginia Hospital Alliance (NVHA)
USAF Warner Robins Air Logistics Center
DoD Task Force for Business & Stability Operations
(TFBSO)
Office of the Chief, Army Reserve (OCAR)
Organization of American States (OAS)
International Development Bank (IDB)
Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

NAICS Codes
541512 561621
541519 541611
541690 541710

519120
541618

541513

541330

Contract Vehicles
• 8(a) SDB
• GSA Schedule 70
• TIPSS-4 (sub to Accenture)
• SeaPort-e
• Maryland CATS II
• R2-3G (sub to Aaski)
Partners
MITRE • Noblis • SAIC • BAE • Accenture • TCAssociates

A Preview of Our Impact
“Over these many months I have come to appreciate how much work it takes to
think and act in new ways. [Afilon] provided great value to the command by
applying your intellect and meticulously engineering new structures, functions,
governance, relationships, duties, performance references and measures for an
age old mission. Nothing can be more important than providing world class care
and caring for those healing heroes who were wounded in battle… I am grateful
for your support of current operations in bringing new technology to pre-hospital
contingency management and responsiveness aspect of the Commander's
mission.”

-

Amir Adolphe Edward, Col, USAF, MSC, Chief of Staff

“I have found [Afilon’s] work to be exemplary, and its staff to be
knowledgeable, current, dependable, and able to work in a professional and
suitable manner under pressure and within short deadlines. It is with great
pleasure that I recognize [Afilon’s] contributions to the IRS modernization
program and strongly recommend their professional capabilities.”

-

Daniel C. Horsey, Former Director of Enterprise Architecture, IRS

“We met Afilon though our DoD counterparts... they used them to help develop a
set of work-flows and requirements for a new IT system they are taking live soon
that will link to our systems. I'm normally not a big fan of using contractors, but the
Afilon team was extremely impressive. After just 1 extended interview session with
us, they were able to document the workflows and systems as if they had been on
our staff for years.”

-

Zachary Corrigan, Executive Director, Northern Virginia Hospital
Alliance

“Throughout the past year, [Afilon] exuded professionalism, collegiality and collaboration in
all of its interchanges [and] maintained a successful relationship with OCONUS Task Force
stakeholders, Afghanistan Government and business representatives as well as with local
Afghanis. This contributed greatly in supporting the TFBSO leadership in assessing
security and potential business development throughout Afghanistan… In some of our
program areas [Afilon] is now the "go-to" vendor to provide solutions to problems.”

-

DoD Task Force for Business and Stability Operations (TFBSO)
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